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Watermarking of Still Images
Benjamin Mathon, François Cayre, Patrick Bas, Member, IEEE and Benoît
Macq, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract
This article studies the impact of secure watermark embedding in digital images by proposing a
practical implementation of secure spread-spectrum watermarking using distortion optimization. Because
strong security properties (key-security and subspace-security) can be achieved using Natural Water-
marking (NW) since this particular embedding lets the distribution of the host and watermarked signals
unchanged, we use elements of transportation theory to minimize the global distortion (MSE). Next,
we apply this new modulation, called Transportation Natural Watermarking (TNW), to design a secure
watermarking scheme for grayscale images. TNW uses a multiresolution image decomposition combined
with a multiplicative embedding which is taken into account at the distribution level. We show that the
distortion solely relies on the variance of the wavelet subbands used during the embedding. In order
to maximize a target robustness after JPEG compression, we select different combinations of subbands
offering the lowest BERs for a target PSNR ranging from 35 to 55 dB and we propose an algorithm to
select them. The use of transportation theory also provides an average PSNR gain of 3.6 dB on PSNR
with respect to the previous embedding for a set of 2, 000 images.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of multi-bit watermarking techniques, which consist in embedding a message (several
digits, often binary symbols) in a host content such as a movie, a song, a text or a picture, has followed
different paths of development since the pioneering studies. Initially, the main goal for the community was
to design a watermarking scheme which can resist common signal processing operations. The embedded
mark had to be detected after geometrical transformations, compressions, Gaussian noise addition, etc. The
second intuitive constraint was that the presence of the watermark should remain imperceptible. These two
constraints, respectively robustness and imperceptibility, are very important for a watermarking scheme
but the major problem for researchers is the non-orthogonality of these constraints. In fact, in order to be
robust, the mark has to be embedded with a strong power but this power implies a strong distortion of the
host content. Combining robustness and imperceptibility has been a challenge for several years [1]–[4],
which motivated the development of watermarking based on spread-spectrum modulations [5], [6] or
quantization techniques [7]–[9].
A constraint receiving more and more attention in watermarking nowadays is the security constraint,
defined as “the inability by unauthorized users to have access to the raw watermarking channel” by
Kalker [10] and linked with the presence of an adversary [11]–[16]. Watermarking schemes then are
required to respect the Kerckhoffs’ principle [17] (i.e. a secret key is shared between the encoder and
the decoder and is the only secret parameter for the adversary [18], [19]). The Kerckhoffs’ principle
comes from cryptography and cryptanalysis but is also widely used in watermarking [20], [21] or in
other forms of data-hiding like steganography [22]–[24]. However, watermarking security analysis shows
that an adversary may estimate the secret if he owns a sufficient number of marked contents and if
the embedding scheme is not secure [11]–[16]. According to the degree of estimation of the secret, the
adversary would be able to erase, modify or copy the embedded message to another host content. There
are two major differences between robustness and security. On one side, robustness attacks are deemed
not intentional: signal processing operations on watermarked contents like compression can be done by
the provider before the legal use by a user of this content. On the other side, security attacks come from
an adversary who deliberately wants to hack the watermarking scheme, such attacks are deemed more
harmful than robustness attacks because the adversary can both alter the embedded message and perform
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3an optimal minimization of the attack distortion [25] or even recover the original image [26].
In order to understand the ins and outs of the security game in watermarking, it is important to detail
the role of the three important actors in the data hiding process:
1) the distributor is the person who marks the host contents. He is the only one who knows the
secret key used for embedding and decoding. The distributor can be the author of the content, the
company who sells the content or a trusted third party. His main important constraints are robustness
and security,
2) the user is a person with privileges related to the content, and set by the distributor. For examples:
reading a digital book, listening to a song or watching a video. His most important constraint is the
imperceptibility of the watermark,
3) the adversary will try to estimate the secret key in order to modify the watermark. Because of this
modification, he can obtain more privileges than a simple user (unauthorized by the distributor). For
example, in a fingerprinting scenario: he can resale the content in an illegal way, share the content
on peer-to-peer networks, etc. The adversary can be a (group of) user(s) or corrupted user(s).
Robustness, imperceptibility and security are the three constraints that a distributor has to take into account
for the development of a watermarking scheme. More precisely, the distributor looks for an optimization
of one constraint while settling the others. Moreover, the importance of each constraint depends on the
use case. The trade-off between imperceptibility, robustness and security is represented by the triangle
of constraints in watermarking on Fig. 1.
In this work, we are interested in optimizing robustness and imperceptibility constraints when security
is set first. The security of a watermarking scheme depends on the assumptions related to the use case
under consideration. Security attacks on watermarking are mainly linked with information leakage: what
are the data that the adversary can have access to?
We consider here the Watermarked Only Attack framework (WOA) [21], which means that an adversary
has access to both the source code of the scheme (without knowing the secret key) and No ≥ 1 contents
watermarked with the same, unknown key. Gathering information given by the marked contents, his goal
will be to estimate the secret key, i.e. a set of secret watermark components, that were initially used during
embedding. If this is not possible, the adversary can try to estimate a less informative secret parameter
such as, for example, the private subspace spanned by these components in the case of spread-spectrum
embedding.
It is important to point out that security in WOA depends on the distribution of contents after
watermarking. We recall the three main classes of security in WOA [21] by increasing security level:
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4Figure 1. The triangle of constraints in watermarking where the distributor looks for an optimization of one constraint while
settling the two others. The importance of each constraint depends on the use case scenario and the distributor has to take into
account the trade-off between the three constraints.
• Insecurity: the distribution of marked contents is unique and specific to the chosen secret key. More
precisely, two different keys generate two different distributions of marked contents. An adversary
can then estimate the secret components [27].
• Key-security: for a subset of keys, the distribution of the marked contents will be the same. With a
sufficient number of observations, the adversary will be able to estimate a subset of the watermarking
space (a subspace in the case of spread-spectrum watermarking).
• Subspace-security: the distribution of the marked contents is the same for each possible key. The
adversary cannot estimate a set smaller than the original set of possible watermark signals.
Spread-spectrum modulations such as Natural Watermarking (NW) [28] and Circular Watermarking
(CW) [29] have been designed to deter a correct estimation of the secret components: NW prevents
the whole subspace estimation and is consequently subspace-secure, while CW prevents the estimation
of the watermark components and therefore qualifies for key-security.
In this article, we propose a practical implementation of NW for still images. We look for an optimiza-
tion of the distortion constraint that reduces the distortion due to the assignment of each host content
to a marked content. This problem finds a solution using transportation theory [30], a research domain
that was successfully used for the development of watermarking techniques as in [31] (Transportation
NW modulation), [32] (Soft-scalar Costa Scheme) and [33] (Controllable Secure Watermarking). We
implement the Transportation NW modulation (TNW) on multiple combinations of wavelet subbands
of grayscale images and we add a perceptual weighting in order to increase the imperceptibility of the
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5whole system. We show that our optimization of imperceptibility can be made while keeping the desired
security level. This work is a practical extension of [31], where the transportation problem was presented
and applied only to synthetic Gaussian signals, and we focus here on the design of secure embedding
on still images.
In Sec. II, we illustrate the links between subspace-secure watermarking and the distributions of marked
contents using two embedding techniques. We present elements of transportation theory which optimize
assignments between host and marked distributions in a theoretical way, and we further use these results
to design TNW. In Sec. III, we tackle implementation issues and propose an experimental watermarking
scheme in the wavelet domain with psycho-visual masking. Since the robustness and the distortion of the
proposed scheme are intimately linked with the set of the selected subbands, we present the combinations
which provide the best robustness for a given distortion, computed from 2, 000 images.
II. DISTRIBUTION MATCHING WATERMARKING
We first list the notations and conventions used in this article. Functions are denoted in roman fonts,
sets in calligraphy fonts, vectors and matrices in bold fonts and variables in italic fonts. Vectors are
written in small letters and matrices in capital ones. The content of a vector x with length n is denoted
by (x(0) . . .x(n − 1)), the random variable associated to i.i.d components is denoted X . Pδ (resp. fδ)
is the cumulative distribution function (resp. probability density function) of a distribution δ. |.| is the
absolute value on R and ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm on RN with N ≥ 1. 〈.|.〉 is the usual inner product.
A. Settling the subspace-security constraint
In this work, we are focusing on the subspace-security class of the WOA framework. Following
Kerckhoffs’ principle, an adversary is deemed to have access to all public data of the watermarking
scheme: transformation domain where the embedding takes place (e.g. DCT, DWT) and can therefore
access the feature vectors of size Nv of the contents. For the definition of the secret key, we use the same
formalism as in [21], [34]: a secret key Ks generates a set of Nh secret components, C = {ci}i∈Nh . A
message m ∈ {0, 1}Nc is associated to one or more secret components, meaning that Nh ≥ 2Nc .
We denote:
• X = (x0 . . .xNo−1): the set of No host original signals of size Nv (extracted from No host contents),
• M = (m0 . . .mNo−1): the set of No binary messages of size Nc (in the WOA framework, we
assume that the digits of the messages are chosen at random),
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6• YKs = (y0 . . .yNo−1): the set of No signals marked with the secret key Ks. Each signal yj hides
the message mj on xj with j ∈ [No],
• S: the set of embedding and decoding keys.
To efficiently modify the embedded message, the first step for an adversary is to estimate the secret
components of Ks. According to Kerckhoffs’ principle, he has access to:
• p(X): the distribution of host feature vectors which can be explicitly known (analytic formula) or
modeled (the adversary can generate his own signals with contents he may have collected elsewhere),
• p(Y|Ki): the conditional distribution of marked signals given a key Ki ∈ S , Ki being generated
by the adversary,
• p (YKs): the distribution of signals marked by the distributor with the secret key Ks, the adversary
has access to the marked contents without the knowledge of secret key Ks.
A watermarking scheme qualifies for subspace-security if the distribution of marked signals is the same
for each possible key. More precisely, the pdf p(Y|Ki) does not depend on the key Ki. This assumption
is equivalent to state that Y and Ki are independent. Formally [21]:
∀Ki ∈ S, p (Y|Ki) = p (YKs) . (1)
In this case, an adversary cannot estimate Ks because he sees no differences by trying several secret
keys in S. One way for a distributor to achieve subspace-security in WOA framework is to ensure that
the distribution of the watermarked signals is identical to the distribution of the original host signals.
Note that this condition implies that the watermarking scheme also belongs to the key-security class.
It means that there exists a subset of keys Sc ⊂ S where distributions of marked signals are the same.
An adversary can estimate this subset of keys which contains the secret key Ks:
∀Ki ∈ Sc, p (Y|Ki) = p (YKs) . (2)
Finally, a watermarking scheme belongs to the insecurity class if for each secret key, the distribution
of marked contents is unique, formally:
∃! Ki ∈ S, p (Y|Ki) = p (YKs) , (3)
and:
∀K1 6= K2 ∈ S, p (Y|K1) 6= p (Y|K2) . (4)
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1) χ2 Watermarking: In [35], we have proposed an illustrative subspace-secure scheme called χ2
Watermarking (χ2W). This technique modifies the square Euclidean norm of a host signal to embed a
message, and the secret components are then partitioned along the positive real axis R+ according to a
secret key. In fact, if x ∈ RNv with x ∼ N (0, 1), ‖x‖2 ∼ χ2(Nv) (χ2 law of degrees Nv). The secret
components are then set in a partition of [0,+∞[. To embed a secret message m in a host vector x, we
randomly choose a square norm N(m) in the corresponding real interval and we compute:
y =
√
N(m)
‖x‖2 x. (5)
Watermarking is then done by selecting a square norm in the secret component corresponding to the
message. By keeping the distribution of the square norms after watermarking, this technique is subspace-
secure. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the norms of 2, 000 watermarked signals ‖yj‖2 with messages
of Nc = 2 bits.
However, a severe drawback of χ2W is its weak robustness against white Gaussian noise addition,
contrary to other methods such as spread-spectrum modulations.
2) Spread-spectrum Watermarking: Spread-spectrum techniques are good candidates for robust wa-
termarking, which can also be extended to secure versions. We consider a message m ∈ {0, 1}Nc
to be embedded into a host Gaussian distributed content xj ∈ RNv . The message is coded using Nc
carriers
{
ui ∈ RNv
}
i∈Nc which are the secret components. These carriers are generated with a pseudo
random number generator (PRNG) initialized with a seed Ks ∈ N. They come as zero-mean Gaussian
vectors obtained with the PRNG and are further orthogonalized to provide a basis of the private subspace
(Sec. II-A4 provides more details about the generation of the carriers). In the WOA framework, security
attacks are connected with the estimation of the carriers ui. It is not necessary to go back to the PRNG
key Ks to perform a security attack. For the rest of this article, we make no difference between Ks and
the carriers ui.
For each host signal xj , the embedding function eKs (depending on the secret key Ks) creates the
marked signal yj (in order to hide the message mj) following:
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Figure 2. Distribution of square Euclidean norms of watermarked signals. We keep the χ2(Nv) distribution of host norms.
Parameters: No = 2, 000, Nc = 2, Nv = 55.
∀j ∈ [No], yj = eKs(xj ,mj)
= xj +wj
= xj +
Nc−1∑
i=0
s(mj(i),xj)ui,
(6)
where wj is the watermark signal and s : {0, 1}×RNv → R is a modulation. Decoding is performed
using correlations y˜j ∈ RNc :
∀i ∈ [Nc], y˜j(i) = 1
Nv
〈yj |ui〉. (7)
We obtain:
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9mˆj(i) =
0 if y˜j(i) > 0,1 if y˜j(i) ≤ 0, (8)
where mˆj(i) is the i-th decoded bit.
The classical Spread-Spectrum modulation (SS) is defined by:
sSS(mj(i),xj) = α(−1)mj(i), (9)
where α is a parameter driving the strength of the embedding, i.e. the distortion.
This modulation is known to belong to the insecure watermarking class [21], as secret carriers can
be precisely estimated using first Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to estimate the secret subspace
then Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [25], [36] to estimate the secret components (see II-A3).
Subspace-secure spread-spectrum watermarking has been proposed in [28] with the Natural Watermarking
(NW), this modulation enables to keep the same Gaussian distribution of correlations between host signals
and secret carriers.
The sNW modulation is given by:
sNW (mj(i),xj) =
(
(−1)mj(i)sign(x˜j(i))− 1
)
x˜j(i). (10)
This technique uses symmetries of host correlations between the Nc secret carriers to embed the Nc
bits with classical spread-spectrum decoding rules by keeping the relation |y˜j(i)| = |x˜j(i)|.
3) Practical security analysis: Considering that an adversary has access to No spread-spectrum wa-
termarked contents YKs , his goal is to obtain as much information as possible about the secret compo-
nents U = (u0 . . .uNc−1). Principal Component Analysis allows for an adversary to estimate the Nc-
dimensional private subspace spanned by the secret components if the embedding alters the covariance
matrix of the contents. This technique aims at finding the optimal linear transformation corresponding
to the subspace yielding the largest variance. For classical SS modulation (Eq. (9)), message embedding
increases the variance of the signal in the direction of the carriers. Note that PCA deals with subspace-
security: contrary to classical SS technique, this technique cannot be correctly applied to contents
watermarked with theoretical NW modulation. In Sec. III-D, we analyse the security of NW modulation
used in a practical implementation (for still images) using PCA.
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To measure the accuracy of the estimation of the private subspace, we use the chordal distance [14],
[37], which provides a distance between two subspaces. If Uˆ = (uˆ0 . . . uˆNc−1) denotes the estimated
carriers, the chordal distance between U and Uˆ is defined by:
dc =
1√
Nc
(
Nc−1∑
i=0
sin2 (θi)
)1/2
, (11)
where the θ0 . . . θNc−1 denote the principal angles between U and Uˆ. The chordal distance dc equals 0
when the subspaces spanned by the both matrices are the same and 1 when the matrices are orthogonal.
4) On the generation of the secret carriers: While there is no explicit agreement in the watermarking
community on how to generate secret carriers, we describe here how we precisely generate ours:
• The Mersenne Twister MT19937 [38] PRNG is seeded with the secret key (this PRNG has no known
bias, generates high-quality output for simulations and accepts seeds as long as 768 bits). We obtain
uniformly distributed vectors;
• Going from a uniform to a Gaussian distribution is done with the Ziggurat method [39]. This method
is more reliable and quicker than the usual Box-Muller transform [40];
• In order to remove inter-symbol interference, we explicitly orthogonalize the vectors with the help
of the Gram-Schmidt procedure (we have verified that this procedure has a very limited impact, if
any, on the gaussianity of the vectors). Further, we also explicitly remove the mean and normalize
the output to obtain N (0, 1)-distributed vectors. These vectors are now the secret carriers we use.
In itself, the MT19937 is not a cryptographically secure PRNG. It is vulnerable to a Berlekamp-Massey
attack [41], [42]. However, performing such an attack in the context of digital watermarking has not been
done before and would prove extremely difficult because:
• An adversary would need to recover the exact, binary output of the MT19937 to perform the attack;
• He could only estimate the normalized, zero-mean output of the Ziggurat algorithm. To the best of our
knowledge, the Ziggurat algorithm is not invertible and even the quality of the adversary’s estimation
may be insufficient in practice (when such an estimation is possible, i.e. when the embedding
technique at hand is insecure). Also, the adversary would need to guess the original mean and
variance of the vectors after applying the Ziggurat algorithm, all of which is lost information after
the final step.
However, in case such an attack would prove feasible in practice, which we doubt, it would be sufficient
to change for a cryptographically secure PRNG based, e.g., on a standard cryptosystem. Thus, carriers
estimation is the only attack one should consider in the context of digital watermarking security.
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B. Optimization of imperceptibility
For the two subspace-secure techniques χ2W and NW we have presented, in order to keep the distri-
bution of the correlations after watermarking, it is not possible to change the distortion after embedding.
Security of watermarking schemes in WOA framework can be completely defined by the distribution
of signals after embedding (distribution of correlations for spread-spectrum techniques, distribution of
Euclidean norms for χ2W), and this property therefore constraints the distortion.
In this Section, watermarking in WOA is presented from a new perspective: we first generate a marked
distribution in the subspace spanned by the secret key (a bijection between the security level one wants to
achieve and the distribution). Next, we create marked signals by retro-projecting into the Nv-dimensional
space.
From the distortion point of view, the subspace-secure techniques presented above are not optimal.
In the WOA framework, we want to watermark No host contents with random messages. For each host
content (a point in the host distribution in the private subspace), we associate a marked content in the
targeted distribution. The question now becomes: how to associate each point of a host distribution to
each point of a marked distribution in a decoding region by minimizing the distances between these
points (the distance being proportional to the distortion induced by the watermark)?
1) The Hungarian optimization algorithm: In [35], we have proposed a way to match a host distribution
in the private subspace with a marked distribution, while minimizing the global distance using the
Hungarian algorithm [43]. This method is discrete and it is based on a precomputed matching on Nm
host correlations (Nm ≥ No) vectors X˜ and Nm marked correlations vectors Y˜ . The Hungarian algorithm
is able to find the bijection H which minimizes the Euclidean distance (weight) on average between X˜
and Y˜ . To watermark a signal x, we find the nearest neighbor of x˜ in X˜ and we obtain y˜ based on the
optimal matching given by the Hungarian algorithm. However, this method has three disadvantages. First,
the complexity is O(Nm3) and can be a real computational problem when Nm and No are important.
Secondly, the performances (gain of distortion) decrease when the dimension of the private subspace (the
number of secret components for SS techniques) increases, this is due to the difficulty to find Nearest
Neighbors in high dimensional spaces. Finally, this method is bounded by the number of observations
we use to compute the matching and it becomes largely sub-optimal for points lying beyond the tail of
the empirical distribution (see Fig. 5). Fig. 3 shows an illustration of two subsets X˜ and Y˜ (Nm = 12),
as well as the optimal matching H found by the Hungarian algorithm (weights are not depicted).
To avoid these problems, we present in the next subsection a method based on the transportation
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Figure 3. Example of triplet (X˜ , Y˜, H) with Nm = 12. H is the bijection obtained by the Hungarian method which minimizes
the sum of weights of edges with complexity O(Nm3).
theory which minimizes the global distortion and its application on subspace-secure spread-spectrum
watermarking.
2) Transportation theory: This theory has been first considered by mathematicians Monge [44] and
Kantorovitch [45], [46]. This domain consists in finding a bijection T∗ (a transport map) in order to
move an initial set of points X˜ ⊂ RN with distribution µ to a final set Y˜ ⊂ RN with distribution ν
given a cost function c : X˜ × Y˜ → R+. T∗ is an optimal transport map if it minimizes the total cost as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Formally, the problem is to find:
T∗ = argmin
T
{ˆ
RN
c(x˜,T(x˜))µ(x˜)dx˜
∣∣ν = µ ◦ T−1} . (12)
In [30], [47], if h, defined by h(x˜ − y˜) = c(x˜, y˜), is a convex function, a one-dimensional solution
(N = 1) is given by:
T∗ = P−1ν ◦ Pµ. (13)
For N ≥ 1, we can apply the Knott-Smith criterion [48]: if c(x˜, y˜) = ‖x˜−y˜‖2, the sufficient conditions
implying that T∗ is a minimizer of Eq. (12) are:
i) T∗(X˜ ) ∼ ν (image of X˜ by T∗ is distributed according to ν),
ii) the Jacobian matrix JT∗ of T∗ is symmetric and positive semi-definite.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the transportation problem: we look for an optimal transport map T∗ : X˜ → Y˜ with X˜ ∼ µ and
Y˜ ∼ ν which minimizes the cost c : X˜ × Y˜ → R+.
One way to achieve subspace-security in spread-spectrum watermarking is to keep the distribution of the
correlations of the contents over the Nc secret carriers. One can see the links between transportation theory
and secure watermarking. Given a host distribution, it is possible to generate a marked distribution while
minimizing the distortion cost. In our problem, we consider the minimization of the quadratic distance,
in order to maximize the PSNR for instance, hence we set c(x˜, y˜) = ‖x˜− y˜‖2.
3) Optimal embedding: We denote with X˜ = {x˜j}j∈No ⊂ RNc the set of host correlations and
Y˜ = {y˜j}j∈No ⊂ RNc is the set of watermarked correlations. Further, we assume that host contents x
are Gaussian distributed. This assumption is plausible due to the central limit theorem and to the fact
that we work on host components projected on random vectors. We have therefore:
∀i ∈ [Nc], x˜(i) ∼ N
(
0, σ2x/Nv
)
= µ, (14)
with:
Pµ(t) =
1
2
(
1 + erf
(
t
√
Nv
σx
√
2
))
. (15)
Since spread-spectrum correlations are symmetric in the private subspace, we first consider the embed-
ding of a Nc-bit constant message for each host content, for example m = 0 = (0 . . . 0), whose decoding
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region is represented by the region R+Nc in the private subspace. To guarantee subspace-security, we
need:
∀i ∈ [Nc], y˜(i) ∼ N+(0, σ2x/Nv) = ν, (16)
where N+ denotes a Gaussian distribution truncated in R+.
If δ ∼ N (0, σ2x/Nv), ν ∼ N+(0, σ2x/Nv) is given by its cdf:
Pν(t) =
0 if t < 0,2Pδ(t)− 1 if t ≥ 0. (17)
The quantile function of Pν is given by:
P−1ν (t) = P
−1
δ (t/2 + 1/2) =
σx
√
2√
Nv
erf−1(t). (18)
The strategy we adopt here is the following: we apply an optimal transport map for each dimension of
the Nc-dimensional subspace using Eq. (13), Eq. (15) and Eq. (18). We consequently have the transport
map T0 : RNc → RNc :
y˜ = T0 (x˜) =

P−1ν ◦ Pµ(x˜(0))
...
P−1ν ◦ Pµ(x˜(Nc − 1))
 . (19)
Proposition 1. T0 is an optimal transport map.
Proof:
This proposition is intuitively straightforward due to the separability of the problem along the Nc
orthogonal secret components. However, in order to prove it rigorously, we have to use the Knott-Smith
criterion (Sec. II-B2) to prove that T0 is an optimal transport map. Assumption i) is verified because y˜ is
a Gaussian vector (its components are Gaussian i.i.d.). In order to verify the assumption ii), we introduce
the Jacobian matrix of T0:
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JT0
=

∂(P−1ν ◦Pµ(x˜(0)))
∂x˜(0) 0 · · · 0
0
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 ∂(P−1ν ◦Pµ(x˜(Nc−1)))∂x˜(Nc−1)
 .
(20)
We now prove that this matrix is positive semi-definite. By construction of T0, JT0 is symmetric.
Then JT0 is positive semi-definite iff eigenvalues of JT0 are positives or null. We now have to prove
that P−1ν ◦ Pµ(t) ≥ 0. We have:
(
P−1ν ◦ Pµ
)′
(t) =
(
P−1ν
)′
(Pµ(t)) fµ(t). (21)
fµ is positive (pdf) and P−1ν is a non-decreasing function, so
(
P−1ν
)′
(t) ≥ 0. Finally (P−1ν ◦ Pµ)′ (t) ≥ 0
and JT0 is positive semi-definite: T0 is an optimal transport map.
Because of the symmetry property of decoding with correlations in spread-spectrum watermarking, in
order to embed messages which differ from 0, central symmetries have to be performed on components
of x˜ and y˜ before and after embedding to correctly hide the message m. For any m ∈ FNc2 , the optimal
transport map Tm is given by:
Tm(x˜) = R
−1(T0(Rx˜)), (22)
with:
R ∈MNc,Nc(R),R(i, j) =
 0 if i 6= j,(−1)m(i) otherwise. (23)
This optimal transport map allows us to design a new NW modulation called Transportation Natural
Watermarking (TNW) where the modulation is given by:
sTNW (m(i),x) = Tm(x˜)(i)− x˜(i). (24)
We can also compute the distortion gain offered by TNW over NW, e.g. the difference between the
two Watermark to Content Ratios WCR = 10 log10(σ2w/σ
2
x). Without loss of generality, we compute
E [WCR] for s = sNW and s = sTNW considering m(i) = 0.
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For s = sNW :
E
[
s(m(i),x)2
]
= E
[
((x˜(i)/|x˜(i)| − 1) x˜(i))2
]
= 1/2×E [4x˜(i)2]
= 2/Nv
2E
[〈x|ui〉2]
= 2/Nv
2E
Nv−1∑
j=0
x(j)ui(j)
2
= 2/Nv
2 ×
Nv−1∑
j=0
E
[
x(j)2
]× E [ui(j)2]
= 2σ2x/Nv.
(25)
We obtain then:
E [WCRNW ] = 10 log10
(
σ2w
σ2x
)
= 10 log10
2Nc
Nv
. (26)
For s = sTNW :
E
[
s(m(i),x)2
]
=
ˆ +∞
−∞
(
P−1ν ◦ Pµ(t)− t
)2
fµ(t)dt. (27)
A = E
[
s(m(i),x)2
]
has to be computed using numerical integration. We obtain:
E [WCRTNW ] = 10 log10
(
σ2w
σ2x
)
= 10 log10
A×Nc
σ2x
. (28)
The WCR gain using TNW modulation instead of NW modulation is given by:
Gain[dB] = E [WCRNW ]− E [WCRTNW ]
= 10 log10
(
2σ2x
ANv
)
.
(29)
After performing numerical integration, we notice that E [WCRTNW ] is constant w.r.t σ2x and that the
gain is constant w.r.t Nc. This gain is approximately ≈ 3.77 dB with Nv = 256.
Fig. 5 shows the embedding functions e (Eq. (6)) for NW, TNW and Hungarian HNW [35] modulations
functions of scalar host signal x ∼ N (0, 1), where only one bit is embedded. We can see that, unlike
classical modulation, improved methods are not linear. Moreover, because HNW is based on nearest
neighbors on precomputed Gaussian mapping (Nm = 1, 000 in this example), this method deals with
edge effects (the min and max values) when x is increasing.
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Figure 5. Embedding functions e with Nv = 1 and m(0) = 0. The Hungarian algorithm is run with Nm = 1, 000. We can
see that the mapping provided by the Hungarian method is inaccurate for values above the maximum value of the empirical
distribution.
Fig. 6 shows the distortion (measured by the WCR) caused by watermark embedding for NW, TNW
and HNW modulations and its evolution w.r.t. the number of inserted bits Nc. As expected, the distortion
gain between NW and TNW is constant w.r.t. the length of the embedded messages, these practical com-
putations also match the theoretical derivations in (26) and (28) by verifying a constant gap. Additionally,
we can notice that the distortion gap between NW and HNW decreases when the dimension of the private
subspace (Nc) increases, this is due to the fact that the nearest neighbor search involves larger Euclidean
distances and consequently incurs a loss of efficiency in high dimensional spaces.
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Figure 6. Distortion (WCR) w.r.t. the number of bits Nc for NW, HNW and TNW modulations, Nv = 512, σ2x = 1.
The Hungarian algorithm is computed with Nm = 10, 000 Gaussian signals and the distortion is computed on average on
No = 2, 000 Gaussian signals for the three modulations. As mentioned in Sec. II-B1, the distortion difference between NW
and HNW decreases when the dimension of the private subspace (Nc) increases because of larger Euclidean distances in large
dimensions. On the contrary, TNW does not suffer from dimension issues and produces better results than HNW.
III. APPLICATION ON STILL IMAGES
A. From theoretical to practical secure watermarking
Most watermarking schemes assume a Gaussian distribution of host signals. However, this model does
not fit usual distributions of image components. For example, DCT components are often modeled by a
Laplace distribution and DWT components by a generalized Gaussian distribution. In order to be close to
the Gaussian assumption, we adopt the following strategy: we project the host feature vectors onto pseudo-
random carriers generated with the same distribution. Following the Central Limit Theorem, the projected
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signals (marginal distributions) are asymptotically Gaussian. By working on Gaussian distribution and
applying NW, we can guarantee that we are subspace-secure in the projected subspace. If one is able
to estimate the projected subspace, using denoising techniques for example [49], then the key-security
property still holds because of the security of the Gaussian distribution created by the NW embedding.
B. Experimental proposed scheme
Fig. 7 presents our experimental watermarking scheme on grayscale images. After a 5-level 9/7
Daubechies DWT transform [50] on the host image, we select Nt components on 9 subbands in low/mean
frequencies as presented in Fig. 8 to obtain a PSNR between original and marked images between 35 and
55 dB on average. Note that this DWT transform is not an orthogonal but a biorthogonal transform [51],
however the 9/7 filter set deviates by only a few percent from orthogonal filter weighting [52]. The
extracted feature vector with size Nt is denoted as xt. In order to respect a normal distribution on host
contents to be able to apply TNW, we use a projection of the feature vector on Nv carriers {ai}i∈Nv
with size Nt:
∀i ∈ [Nv], x(i) =
Nt−1∑
j=0
xt(j)ai(j). (30)
Vectors ai are pseudo-randomly generated according to an uniform distribution: ∀i ∈ Nv, ∀j ∈
Nt, ai(j) ∼ U(−
√
3/Nc,
√
3/Nc), quasi-orthogonal and E[||a||2] = 1. For each i ∈ Nv, x(i) is
asymptotically Gaussian distributed due to the CLT. Note that the independence between each component
is not provided. However, in this work, we assume this condition, partially justified by the important length
of the considered feature vectors.
The watermark signal w (Eq. (6)) is constructed by spread-spectrum TNW modulation for a message
m and Nc secret carriers ui. To preserve the host distribution on the projected space and apply the
TWN modulation (19), we first estimate values of σ2x for each selection of subbands on the whole
BOWS2-IMAGES database [53] which contains 10, 000 images.
The watermark is then computed in the wavelet domain using the following inverse projection:
∀i ∈ [Nt], wt(i) =
Nv−1∑
j=0
w(j)aj(i). (31)
In order to improve imperceptibility, we propose to add a psychovisual masking proposed by Piva [54]
once the watermark is computed in the wavelet domain (Eq. (31)). Multiplicative embedding is conse-
quently used to compute the final watermarked vector yt:
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Figure 7. Experimental image watermarking scheme.
yt = xt +w
′
t with ∀i ∈ [Nt], w′t(i) =
1
E[|Xt|] |xt(i)|wt(i). (32)
The normalization factor (E[|Xt|])−1 guarantees that the distributions related to the projections 〈w′t|aj〉
and 〈wt|aj〉 remain identical after the psychovisual weighting (E[〈W ′t|Aj〉] = E[〈W t|Aj〉]). Note that
such a strategy does not change the optimality of the embedding w.r.t. the quadratic distance since in the
secret subspace it is equivalent to the identity application.
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Figure 8. Component selection: the watermark is hidden on each possible selection using 9 subbands in low-frequencies
components after a 9/7 Daubechies DWT with a 5-level decomposition in order to obtain a PSNR between 35 and 55 dB.
C. Subbands selection for distortion and decoding issues
Natural Watermarking (NW) and our improved Transportation Natural Watermarking (TNW) do not
allow to set the embedding distortion in the Nv-dimensional subspace. However, the strength of the wa-
termark can be tuned by selecting appropriate combinations of subbands in low-frequencies components.
Fig. 8 depicts the 9 different components that can be selected to perform the embedding and we look
for the selection which offers both the desired distortion and the best robustness. We experiment here
our scheme on the 29=512 possible combinations of subbands on 2, 000 512× 512 natural images from
the BOWS2-IMAGES database [53]. We hide here Nc = 16 bits on each image and set the length of
projected signals with Nv = 256. To test the robustness, we apply a JPEG compression with quality
factor QF = 30 after watermarking and before decoding.
Fig. 9 shows the histogram of PSNR, on average, for the different combinations. The average PSNR
is 44.05 dB with a deviation of 2.64 dB and the PSNRs range between 35 dB and 55 dB. Note that the
relation between PSNR and WCR is given by [25]:
PSNR = 10 log10
(
2552
σ2x
× 512
2
Nv
× E[|Xt|]
2
E[X2t ]
)
−WCR. (33)
Fig. 10 presents the relation between the PSNR computed over the original and watermarked images,
and the Bit Error Rate after JPEG compression with QF = 30 for the 512 combinations. The couples
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PSNR [dB] BER Combination
35.76 6.509375e-02 [1 2]
36.56 5.478125e-02 [1 2 3]
39.53 4.034375e-02 [1 2 3 4 5]
39.40 4.121875e-02 [1 2 3 4 5 6]
43.07 5.334375e-02 [4 5]
44.05 6.268750e-02 [4 5 6]
46.97 8.412500e-02 [4 5 6 7 8]
47.56 8.821875e-02 [4 5 6 7 8 9]
50.03 1.302812e-01 [7 8]
51.01 1.209375e-01 [7 8 9]
Table I
COUPLES (BER, PSNR) (IN CROSS PLOTS IN FIG. 10) SELECTED ACCORDING TO AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE WHICH
CONSISTS, IN A CONTINUOUS WAY, IN SELECTING HLi AND LHi SUBBANDS (AND HHi TO IMPROVE ROBUSTNESS) AND
REMOVING LOW ONES UNTIL THE DESIRED DISTORTION IS ACHIEVED.
(BER, PSNR) which offer the lowest BER are depicted by square marks.
Several remarks can be outlined from these results:
1) The PSNR gain obtained using TNW instead of NW modulation is 3.6 dB on average with a standard
deviation of 0.21 dB on the 512 combinations. This gain matches our theoretical computation using
Eq. (29) and Eq. (33).
2) The lowest PSNRs correspond to low-frequencies subbands and the largest ones to mean-frequencies
subbands.
3) The couples (BER, PSNR) with the lowest BERs correspond to combinations of contiguous or nearly
contiguous sets of subbands. In order to increase the robustness for a given distortion budget, the
best strategy is to pick the maximum number of low frequency subbands (in order to increase the
spreading factor).
4) We can propose an iterative algorithm to select the combination which gives the lowest BER. It
consists in selecting first subbands HLi and LHi corresponding to a distortion level, then adding
the HHi subbands (components with a smaller variance) to improve robustness and, in a continuous
way, adding mean-pass components and remove low ones to improve imperceptibility. Couples (BER,
PSNR) for the proposed iterative algorithm are given in Tab. I and are depicted as crosses on Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 presents one of the 2, 000 images of 512×512 pixels watermarked with our experimental scheme
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Figure 9. Histogram of PSNR for the 512 possible combinations of subbands. The mean is achieved by 44.05 dB and the
standard deviation by 2.64 dB.
using the same [1 2] combination for NW and TNW modulations. Fig. 13 presents a zoom of upper
areas of these images. We show here the consequences of using TNW instead of NW modulation and
multiplicative embedding (Eq. (32)) instead of constant embedding (Eq. (31)) from the imperceptibility
point of view.
Fig. 12 shows the robustness evaluation of our experimental watermarking scheme against JPEG com-
pression: Bit Error Rate functions of JPEG Quality Factor (QF ). We present here the four combinations
which give the smallest BER after JPEG compression with QF = 30.
D. Security assessments
We assess the security analysis of the proposed scheme using two means:
1) Distributions: we perform visual inspection in the subspace spanned by the secret components in
order to verify that the distribution after embedding is not modified. Fig. (14) shows the distribution of
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Figure 10. Average embedding PSNR w.r.t. the average BER after JPEG compression (QF = 30) on 2, 000 still images for
29 = 512 possible combinations. Square plots show the best combinations (low BER) for PSNR between 35 and 55 dB and
cross plots are selected according an iterative procedure on subbands as presented in Tab. I.
correlations between Nv-dimensional hosts and marked TNW signals using two secret carriers for the
selection of subbands [3 4 5 6 7 8]. Distributions keep Gaussian after projection on quasi-orthogonal
uniform carriers (Eq. (30)) and multiplicative embedding (Eq. (32)).
2) PCA: we try to estimate the secret subspace using PCA and measuring the distance between
the estimated space and the true one using the chordal distance, then we compare our results with
traditional, insecure SS. We apply here the method introduced in Sec. II-A3 It consists in estimating,
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the watermarked contents in RNv , the subspace spanned by
the secret components. Due to the embedding process, the variance of this subspace increases for insecure
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(a) HOST (b) NW (CE)
PSNR = 33.12 dB
(c) TNW (CE) (d) TNW (ME)
PSNR = 39.37 dB PSNR = 40.1 dB
Figure 11. Host image (a), Watermarked image using the NW modulation with constant embedding (CE) (b), the TNW
modulation with CE (c) and the TNW modulation with multiplicative embedding (ME) (d). Parameters : combination = [1 2],
Nt = 512, Nv = 256, Nc = 16.
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Figure 12. BER w.r.t. JPEG quality factor: the 4 combinations which give the smallest BER with a quality factor of 30.
embedding and consequently can be estimated by extracting the principal components. We consequently
perform PCA on No watermarked Nv-dimensional signals from the 2, 000 images. Next we compute
the chordal distance dc (Eq. (11)) between the secret carriers U and Nc principal directions obtained
after PCA Uˆ of the Nc first eigenvectors (which corresponds to the Nc components with the largest
variance). Signals are watermarked using multiplicative embedding with subbands selection [4 5 6 7 8
9] (Nt = 15, 360, PSNR = 47.5 dB) and with TNW or classical spread-spectrum modulation (SS). For
TNW, we obtain a chordal distance of 0.98 using the Nc first eigenvectors, which means that PCA is
not able to correctly estimate the secret subspace. For SS, the chordal distance equals 0.08 when we
focus on the Nc first eigenvectors which means that in this case the estimated and secret subspaces are
very close. We can then conclude this analysis by stating that the proposed implementation is immune to
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(a) HOST
(b) NW (CE) - PSNR = 33.12 dB
(c) TNW (CE) - PSNR = 39.37 dB
(d) TNW (ME) - PSNR = 40.1 dB
Figure 13. Zoom of upper areas of images presented in Fig. 11. Host image (a), Watermarked image using NW with constant
embedding (CE) (b), TNW with CE (c) and TNW with multiplicative embedding (ME) (d). Parameters : combination = [1 2],
Nt = 512, Nv = 256, Nc = 16.
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Figure 14. Distribution of correlations between two secret carriers and Nv-dimensional host (a) and watermarked (b) signals.
Selected subbands: [3 4 5 6 7 8]. Parameters: No = 2, 000, Nt = 11, 520, Nv = 256,Nc = 16, PSNR = 46.6 dB.
Distributions keep Gaussian after projection on quasi-orthogonal uniform carriers (Eq. (30)) and multiplicative embedding (Eq.
(32)).
security attacks based on subspace estimation: this is due to the subspace-security property of the TNW
embedding.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper shows how to consider image watermarking by taking into account the three fundamental
constraints: the security constraint is set to a given class (key or subspace-security), the distortion is
minimized, and the robustness is maximized.
We have proposed to minimize the embedding distortion using both optimal transportation theory to
guarantee the security class, and multiplicative embedding to minimize the visual impact. In the context
of secure embedding, the robustness solely relies on the variance of the components of a given image
and it is maximized by selecting the appropriate subbands. These two optimizations enable on one hand
to obtain a PSNR gain of 3.6 dB on average, and on the other hand to provide the sets of configurations
which maximize the robustness for a given distortion. Such a methodology can be also applied on
other classes of secure watermarking schemes, by using optimal transport whenever it is possible [32],
[33] or finding approximations of the optimal mappings for more complex distributions such as circular
watermarking [29].
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